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The Implications of Minnesota Motropolitan
State College for Black Higher :ducat ion

David E. Sweet, Preidcnt MSC

A reader should approach this paper with the foreknowledge that its
author is in no sense an authority on -- or even reasonably well-informed
about -- black institutions of higher education. Despite this lack of
empirical knowledge, however, I am confident that what MASC is doing has
many positive implications for those who arc' responsible for black colleges
and universities. This paper is a description of our approach at MSC
to higher education. It seems best to leave to those more familiar with
black colleges and universities responsibility for extrapolating the
implications of what we are doing for their institutions.

>tMSC is a new institution. In May-June 1971 the college was authorized
by the Minnesota Legislature, approved by tho governor, and established
by the Minnesota State College Board, which appointed the president in late
June. Between June 1971 and February 1 972 a small group of college officers
and faculty de.,..oped the plans and procedure:, for what Sidney artand,

U.S. Commissione. of Education, recently termed "one of tile most flexible
and potentially useful of all the schemes for alternative edueational
enterprises that have surfaced in the reform debate." Since rehruary of
this year the college has been admitting approximately 50 new students
per month. By the end of our first full academic-fiscal year, in June 1973
we will have an enrollment of approximately 1,000 students.

For r..:asons which relate to the educational and polits.:;!! setting
in which we were created, the college is primarily an upper-level insti-
tution, providing the final two yenr:; of a baccalaureate program for Audca':,
who are admitted after having completed the first two .'ears of college
(or its equivalent) elsewhere. It is the considered opinion et eollege
officers, however, that none of the basic characteristics of t,A instfrntli 4

are poculiar to upper-level education. We stand ready to operate a leukr
divisi,_n program should that be necessary. At present, there are six
publicly-supported junior colleges in the sev on-county metronolita area
we .ere created to sorvL, as we1I as six publicly-supported pusi-socohd,:ry
vec.utional-technical schools. In addition, there are private instiLlitiens
performing functions similar to the state junior colleges and the area
vocational-technical schools. Thus the reason for our abstaining from
offering lower-division work although we may dvelop in cooperation with
these institutions a lower division program modeled un our prom-am.
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In addition te being an npper-levei hlst ituilen,
charaeteristie which mai:es it atypical in relat!on te heed (ad leees ;In(:
universities: Our student body is drown primarily fram among adults --
individuals beyond the traditional 18-22 year-old co11eee-p,ing
Thie characteristic is also in large part the product of out ed:wational
and pelitcal environment. By focusing on tllt 11c.'thi 01 tnis y IA'

net compete with the various private college :led uaieersities in the Twin
:ities. At the same Lime, however, we are significantly brerdoning liceirte
opportunities for those individuals who could not or did not ttl-,e

of whatever opportunities existed when they were 18-22, 3ut e: total
population in the metropolitan area of 1.6 million, over oo- hair ;Ire
2 and almost 91r of those over 25 do not have college '_lei pee 11 I,

our contention that many of these can profit personally Ieom uov 110!
institution in which to pursue a post-secondary edueatioa de.sheled
their needs in mind. And it is quite clear to us that a Large porThi
of this population is not interested in pursuing that education in
institutions designed primarily to serve the ne'e'd:: ot late adobe en'_s
and youog adults. Again we would contend that this characteristic of 'HS!:
while mating it atypical does not materially affect the applicabilitv
of what we are doing educationally in relation to serving the need- of
different types of students. It may, however, indicate Aditional
populations for other institutions, including black colleges and universities,
to consider serving. In addition to focusing on the needs of a somewha
older student body, the college has also boon designed with the needs in
mind of others outside the traditional college mainstream: women and t-he
economically poor.

Before describing the basic elements of our edu.ational approa :.,
one other characteristic of the institution deserves passing mention. We d
not new have -- and will not have in the future -- a central enmeus. The
entire seven county, Twin Cities metropolitan area is our campue.
utilize existing under- and nn-utilized facilities, includilv commerciel
and industrial facilities, museums, theatres, libtaries, office huidiee, ceA
even parks and streets. : \s von will see, these edueational facilit1e- mesb
coherently with our entire approach to education.

At the heart of any college is its faculty. At MSC we re,..ruited
a small core of full-time, for the most part conventionallv trained and
experienced professional educators. But we have also surroundel tleis core
with a large number of individuals drawn from the metropolitan co:mr.unity.
Such persons, whom we have come to call "community faculty", are iedividurlei
who have lived and worked successfully in non-academic settings: throughout
the cities. Some have advanced academic credentials and teachine experience.
Nest do not. (Some have no degrees at atl.) They have demonstrated
capacity both to learn and to apply what they 1:now qualities sought by
our students (and by most students) . The community faculty members are
full members of the faculty. In no sense are they adjunct to the college.
They participate fully as faculty members in college governance and are
eligible for faculty rank, tenure status, etc. AIL that distinguishes tires
from the other members of the faculty is that they do not serve fult-time.
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In building the fa.'ultv we have sought indiyi.h1,11 i.ave

experience, insights, values, and a commitment to which .tudents rtsbond.
Conventional academic credentials are of limited importance. '',N'S' reytire
that faculty members share the assumptions on which thc institution is
built, have competencies fur preparing students for contemperary urhan 1 ivies'.

and have a commitment and a capacity to teach the kind of students wh.,
enroll in the college.

In the interaction between full-time and community faculty mmhers,
some of the walls which typically surround an institution of higher education
may be lowered if not completely eliminated. Students, instead of being
exposed exclusively to a faculty whose members have devoted all of their
Adult years to academic life, are exposed to a faculty which is largely
made up of Individuals who currently live and work successfullv in the
kinds of settings in which most of the students will be functioning for the
rest of their lives.

Although we have made no systematic effort to recruit individuals
for the community faculty, we have been gratified at the spontaneous response.
During the past nine months, over SOO persons inquired about serving, and
over 400 have actually applied. The college uses its month-long orientation
program for such applicants to identify those who have the necessary
qualification. This orientation program includes working with students in
what amounts to a practice-teaching situation. Now that it is possible
for the college to identify student needs more precisely, we will recruit
individuals for the community faculty more systematically. Community faculty
members are not volunteers. They are paid at the same rate as full-time
faculty members, although we are developing procedures for paying them which
will relate their pay to the competencies actually transmitted to students
rather than to time and effort expended.

Three basic commitments are central to our concept of education. First,
students are admitted to the college and awarded degrees or certificates on
the basis of demonstrated compet.ence and not on the basis of grades, cr,Ait
hours, or courses taken. Second, the education offered is expli..ity "pro-city"
i.e., urban-oriented. Third, at MMSC, each student is the principal architect
of his own education. Admittedly these commitments exist in some tension
with one another, but jointly they constitute the essense of our approach tf.:

education.

By "competence," we mean a combination of knowledge or skill (both mcutal
and motor skill), understanding, and values and attitudes. It may help
to understand our use of the term competence (proficiency is another term
that might be used) to apply it to the building of a house. An individual
might have the skill to use a hammer and nails or to install a sink. But

he must also have some understanding of what a house is, how it will functic,-,
what the relation is among its various components. And before he will :tctun:ly
construct a house, he must also have a set of values or an attitude which
impels him to utilize his knowledge and his understanding in the work at hand.
If he considers houses an inferior place of abode (or physical labor undignicied)
he is not likely to erect any.
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We apply this analogy to oducat :on. We hcld Lhtt Lhe :fint i :arti-
cipating in formal institutions o: education is to acqeire t:nowleie ;.el
understanding, and the values and attitudes which enable and compel one
to use the knowledge and understanding acquired. At NNSC we begin ;,r-

posing to students that they need competence in five broad areas. The
first of these is competence in basic learning and communit.,a_tion. A
student should be able to demonstrate skills, understandine, and atLitude,f
relative to learning itself. He should he able to show that 'fc understelf);
what it means to learn and that he can utilize methods tA '1-

tioni skills, and critical and analytical skills. He must have a capaf'ite,
for identifying issues and recognizing relationships and a gunera!ly
positive posture in reference to the value and satisfaction of learning.
He should he able to read, speak, write, listen, omputate.

The second competence area we call civic invol vemont. This int_leds
not only the political, but also the economic, the social, the religieus,
the cultural, etc. :lost men live in communities. Decisions which are mHde
by these communities affect individuals, shape them. We holievc than krh!al
institutions of education should assist individuals in becoming self-govelelleg.
To that end they must teach individuals to participate effectively in the
community, in the making of community decisions of all kinds.

At the undergraduate level 'DISC is essentially a liberal arts college.
But we believe that no one should be granted a bachelor's degree who does
not have competence in a vocation, a profession, or a career. It i esseetH1
that citizens have the skills necessary to he useful and prodte:Live persons,
not only to insure economic independence, but also for reasons ,f self-et-:em
and satisfaction. No major social system in the 20th century will grant
individuals a share of the goods and services produced unless in some wa.:

such individuals contribute to the production or distribution of those goodu
and services. In ether words, individuals must he able to function in the
market place. Optimally the educated person has the flexibility for occu-
pational mobility and tht: learning skills necessary for changes in an over-
increasing instability in the job market. We do not require that students
have "college-level" vocations. They may be auto mechanics or plumbers ei

well as teachers, doctors, or businessmen. Some students Lome to us
not vet committed to any vocation. These we help enplore Inc options.
Others have a commitment to learning "for its own sake." We try to help
them understand that while it is possible for some few people te function
in contemporary America on the basis of learning for its own sake, most can
not. We try to help them appreciate the realities of the world as they will
find it and to equip them to function in that world. To ti!, this means that
they must be able to obtain and hold a job or function on a self-cmployed
basis.

One of the values of our community faculty is that the members of that
faculty often illustrate in their lives a commitment to pure learning which
has been coupled with a capacity for fitting into the contemporary economy.
For this reason we do not seek community faculty members exelusively (or even
primarily) for what they can contribute to the vocational competence of our
students. We also seek community faculty members who have other kinds of
learning to share.

4
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The fourth competency area embraces leisure lad recreatjon. In

addition to being learners and communicators, citizens, and workers, men and
women must in some sense "re-create" themselves. Individuals must learn to
use wisely whit is becoming -- at least in Ametica -- an increasA amonal of
leisure time. Such competence embraces the ability to distinguish between
activ:ties which deplete and activities which renew and restore. And it Ls

our conviction that it must transcend spectating and include direct parti-
cipation in both physical and mental challenges and chall enges to one's
esthetic sensibilities as well. And competence in this area includes
a capacity for developing a continually-evolving set of skills, understandings,
and attitudes-- life-long leisure competencies.

The fifth competency area we refer to as personal _growth and assessment,
or maturation. We believe that an educated person is one who is developing
a sense of identity as a person of competence and skill. His sense of
identity includes his relationships with others, his awareness and undcrstandinn
of his environment, and his personal security as a productiNe and valued
citizen. One who is educated has an appreciation of complexity and a tolerance
for ambiguity without resorting to simplistic answers. He has the capacity
to set goals for himself, to modify the goals in light of changed circumstances,
to develop strategies for meeting goals, and to relate to others as human beings.

.These five competency areas are not mutually exclusive. In fact, they
are only conceptually distinct. Each overlaps the others. Neither are they
courses of study. They are, rather, educational goals. A person who is
competent in all five areas is, we believe, genuinely and liberally educated.

The college's commitment to competency-based education is supplemented
by its commitment to the city. It has been said that contemporary colleges
and universities are fundamentally anti-city. According to this view ac Aemic
communities develop values, life styles, and attitudes which reject those
of society generally. Students are taught to relate positively to academic
values and negatively to the values of the larger community, which today is
heavily ur nixed. MMSC is "pro-city." The education of students focuses
on the needs of the city and on giving students an understanding of how 'o
live and function successfully in large urban areas.

As noted above, the commitments to competency-based and urban-oriented
education exist in some tension with the third fundamental commitment. In

taking the position that the student must he the principal architect of his
own education, the college does not treat the competency areas and the urban
commitment as requirements. We do ask each student to confront the competency
areas and the urban commitment in a dialogue with his advisor, other f;icultv
members, and other students. If in the course of such confrontation the
student concludes that this concept of education is not pertinent to his
goals and aspirations, then with the active support of his advisor he works
out an educational plan which is pertinent and meaningful. The college holds
that it is the student's education, his life, and he must bear responsibility
for it.
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In taking this positi.ei, we recogni.re rel.ited
1 ittle in the student's prior encounter vi t e.incat iona raf
him for accepting responsibility for his e...:1 edit. At ion. on tie
previous educati:Inal experience will likely have Lit;ht him H it i; tomee:.
else' s respons I bill tv to tel I him wit t. hi I
C011ege must, therefore, tci f n.,t ail, t H at 7

.uad secure their own t2e...ation.

Second, a ...olloge exists to provide each witu A '

melningful conta.:t Vi t.!: these who know .:rore I'lln he :thel:f the
he wants to learn. For thi.; reason the celleec. ati C. narti.:elarl- r i .,.,
Jo not simply accept as valid any and all edutatienal coals .iaj .

posited by students. The faculty must. ayte student eJncationnl
methods, pointing our. that in them which is falkicious, ihconsistent..
or contrary either to the student's or society's best interest. f.!cul:v
member performs this lur7lion a I MSC, however, not mere I:
1;13 will upon students, but by confronting students with desimiHo
and by treating the making of basic decisions about edueational goals
methods as fundamental components of the teacilim-_-learninv
between instructor and student. Thus a faculty member must ten his
and exuerience not to Impose educational goals :iial methods on a stircleAt. I.
It' teach edtrwationat goals and methods. rho c(illege also opp.);;cs At'_oc41:
bv students (individually or cell ri 1 ) r impose their ediwati,a,1]
on at tier students.

The question semetimes arises as to %,hother or n.it. student,. wi; I

advantage of this Comm: t merit to obtain a de:,,roe with a minimum d itor
and learning. Our experience with the students currently enrHle .,h1:inces
its that once they have come to understand that tnev, .1,1d al

responsible for theit own education and that. the edlicatiom.l i

a game in which the object is to outwit !aettlty members Ahd
imposed requirements, they become vet serious about their idrhation,h:
objectives and about acquiring competencies in whi..h they hay(
interest and which represent high levels .0' atAdolic

But a second factor is also at work. Hio collegc
,

studenN:. Our objective is to record act urat c CO:1:4..!Lt.'11(
the student enters and tile degree of competence he a.enires in ti.c

is enrolled. This is not done by means of a transcript ,.onsistinc
course titles followed by letter grades. The transcript whic:i we devele.) I-r
students is a narrative transcript. It is a comprehensive descriptiun of
a student's abilit ies,

irincorpor a..ng evaluations of hint by all faculty 7.,.:11:Lr .

with whim he has worked and inoorpotating a comprehensive lire: i as,essme:.. f

him at the hands of a final assLssment committee structured lndlvidua!iy fo:
it includes the results of all the assessments of 1 im which ocLur durieg

his association with the college, including the results of standardi./.ed to: ts
interviews, oral examinations, papers, etc. in short, we propose to he .ib:o
to rei.ort for each of our students a complete picture of what he knews, what
he can de, what he has done, what his objectives were in work inc at MSC, how
he achieved those objectives, and at what level. of competenea.

To implement the educational commitments outlined above, the college
has designed an educational format in which a student undergoes four phases
in completing his education. These are: applieation and admission; ,Jrienta-
tion: educational pac L development and implementation; and lino:. assessment.

6



As wiLli the five competency areas, these phaste. teed h eaaeeptailly
distinguishable but operationally inter-mingled.

During the first phase, application and h'iission, the !;tudent re, e!ae,-;
written and oral iaformation about the college .ind it ; cdItc:iL i anal stria Lure.
He submits transcripts and other descriptive material. He also ie irterviee.(2,1

by the admissions staff and begins to work oa his self-aaaes,,ment. ia the
various competency areas. This procedure helps him determine where he
educationally and assists the college in moving him into the orientation
phase.

Following admission each student is assigned to an orientation group
eight to twelve in a group. Each group is led by a full-Lime faculty member.
Each group meets four hours a week for three weeks. in addition to the
group meetings, the student has at least one hour a week in private conferch,e
with his orientation advisor. The tasks to be accomplished dering or:entatiee
include: reading and discussing the materials supplied by the college out-
lining the nature of the educational process at MSC and the rationale
behind this process; the further elaboration of the self-assessment of
competencies begun during admission; and the identification of the student'

:-:.

perce!.ved educational needs.

Upon completion of orientation, each student is assigned to a permanent
faculty advisor. His advisor is his primary contact point wlth the college,
its programs and resources. The assignment to an advisor opens the ede,-at ioaei
pact development and implementation phase of. his relltionship with the college.
From four to six weeks (on the average) the student meets weekly with
his advisor to organize his educational goals into a coherent plan of study.
This plan is called his educational pact. It includes a summary of his air-earl.:
achieved competencies, the educational goals he is pursuing, the teaching-
learning strategies he intends to employ to achieve these goak.., and the
assessment techniques and instruments to he employed by the college to determine
that the student has in fact achieved the goals rind hnplmented tilt strategies
contained in his pact.

it often happens that students are unable to draft: an edneatienal n.czt

so eariy in their relationship with the college that they have not yet
settled firmly on educational goals. In these instances, students can and
do undertake various learning activities with faeallv members, the t.)rinc.irml
aim of which is to assist the student in defining his goals. It also very
likely that students will modify their educationtl goals once they hive
begun to implement their pacts. The college is open to past modification
whenever a student initiates it.

Educational pact implementation takes many forms. The college rejects
the position that students can learn only by means of college-sponsored
activities. On the contrary, we believe that it is vital for students to
take advantage of the rich array of learning opportunities which surround
them in the metropolitan area. Thus students are encouraged to learn on Cie
job, in the home, in their neighborhood, at play, etc. The college iaven-
tories formal and informal learning opportunities for students, calling
attention of students to these opportunities through a variety of communicai:e

'7



linkages. In short, the college position is that it is les import eJ
to determine when where, hew, And from whom a student: 11'.t Cllr;, Ind m.ec
important to make it possible for him to learn. We recogno ta:tt llIi
people learn in different ways and encourage students Le find out
they learn and to concentrAte on those techniques which are of greAte
assistance to them.

But the college itself does sponsor teachiag-learnine
include independent study, internships, and group-learning
do not, however, offer courses in the conventional sense. (.rou
experiences are flexibly organized around the interests ail neeas of sti,le
Faculty members can take the initiative in designing t1,-se eyperlenc e, r

students may take that initiative. We have no terms, quArters, or semester::.
Each learning experience operates on its own calendar. Nye ,:rudent rin% he
required to participate in any particular learning experience ner
may a student be required to use college-sponsored learning activities At
all. ;1 general, students implement their education al pact hy negntiat.Ing
c:-Atracts for units of study with full-Lime and community faculty members.
Each of these competency unit contracts is a part of the student's straLigy
for achieving a desired level of competence in the five competency artas.
(Of course, for those students who do not follow the comi )eteney-based edtwAt:rnAl
pati:ern with which the college first confronts them, the educational pact
development and implementation phase takes whatever form is 1ppropriace
to the individual's own program of study.) Upon Lhe completion of the contra,t
an evaluation of work done and progress made is filed by the student and the
appropriate faculty member. The advisor, of course, assists the stu&at in
identifying those learning resources -- college-sponsored or otherwise and
those full-time and community faculty members likely to he cf greatest. ass:s-
tance to him in completing his educational pact. (Community faculty members,
as noted above, are to be paid for competency contrn(cs :A)m-
ploted and not for time and effort expended.)

When the student and his advisor conclude that the studet has fulf':11c,
the conditions -- the goals -- contained in the student's educational pact.,
the student begins to develop a draft of his narrative train :-rint. incor-
porating his pact, any competency contracts he has completed, and wh;:tc'.,er
assessments of him as are on record. With this draft lie then makes a.:;11i'Ati,
for his degree (or fcr certification, if he is not seeking a degree) te the
Vice President. The Vice President appoints a Final Assess: -et Committee to
review the student's draft narrative transcript and to det.,-,riAc, whether er
not the student has completed the terms of his educational :'act. The Committee
prepares the final version of the transcript, including as writ:Lea assessment
of the student. Upon approval of the FAC, the student is eligible i'Jr
degree or certificate. If the FAC determines that the studev. !_ haF not f.nlf!lied
the terms of his pact, the student may LonLinue his relntionship with the
college until a PAC is satisfied. It is also possible for a student (or A
faculty member) to appeal a PAC's decisi on.

What does MMSC imply for black colleges and universities? What follows
are not particle' :riv profound observat ions. I plead here, as at the outset,
too little kno:7,tfi to he deep.



First, it seems to me that our cowept of tia community :lenity iti
one especially pertinent In a community becoming increAsicgiv
And committed to mutual service. Fvery bl ;li1 t.ollege ought t
resource faculty for the same reasons :SC is tarring them. Most; mon ;nai
women art' so often more relevant as I ice models for studen:s than arc
full-Lime faculty. Recognize too how much more flexible they can be, line hoed
nut have long-term contracts with them. Their knowledge ,.an often bo very
immediate. But recognize that they cannot function unless the...- under,-tand
your institution. Make the effort and take the time to give them .1 clear
understanding of what is expected of them. Ant make them full partnrs in
the enterprise. Don't dangle them as adjuncts. Involve thm in the govern 1,1,'
of Lilt' institution. They have much to offer, for example, when it con ,s to
evaluating full-time staff -- including presidents.

Second, I am an imperialist when it comes Ii' competency-based ed.:cation.
If you cannot pursuade the faculty to abandon the rigidities of course
structures, you ought at :east to move in the direction of defining exi,cct__:d

outcomes from courses -- and then faculty and stuchnts should be held to
those outcomes. The meaningless accumulation of course titles on a trahrii.t
ought to be scrutinized vigorously. Colleges should make a determined effort
to find out what its students know when they enter. And they should art on
that knowledge. Students should not be forced into curricula design,yd to
serve faculty needs rather than the needs of the Individual student.

Third, every student: should be permitted or made to accept responsibility
for designing and achieving his own education. Paternalism in the curriculum
is as dangerous as it is in any other area of col lege life. Colleges are
today dealing with young men and women called upon to perform the highest
duties in peace and war. Such young men and women can and shoul'l accept
much more responsibility in determining educational goals and strategies.
A word of caution: in my judgment, however, a college has not made a ste.
forward when it turns over responsibility for the curriculum from the faculty
collectively to the students collectively or to the students and the fac,:lty
collectively. Neither the students nor the faculty collectively is ccountaMo
in any real way for what happens to a particular student. I conc:uu, there' ",re,
that only the individual student is aecountabie and he ought tn hag: rcitborit
commensurate with that for which he is accountable.

Fourth, I would urge that the conclusion of an education not be the
counting of courses and grades by a clerk in the registrar's of
need to institute something akin to our Final Asessment Colmuitte, to provia
each student with a measured picture of himself and to force the student .a
bring his educational experience to an articulated .onclusion.

Fifth, stop asking students where, when, how, and from whom they hay..?
learned. Focus on whether or not they know. Let them satisfy your require-
ments however best they can. Stop monopolizing education. Recognize what
students know. Let then know they can move through your institution as
or as rapidly as they can demonstrate that they know whatever it is yon (or
hopefully they) have determined they should hnow. The educational locks ten
can be broken.

9



: i 1;:e t Ily pt'op t.r 2.!

servi:es. ",edesign vow.- institulion:, 1.0accommodate
only will they be rxilleful as individual.i, but :ho am:)lisirry:
group ol students riiv bring distinction to 11:;

Those of its Foy-TO:1S' i b for NISC f ind azir :! rc odurrra

exciting and satisfying. We sec pitfalls. ImHementati de,iya i.

not always compatible. The faculty, officers, and ,:t1dints of ar,

conscious -- extremely conscious -- ot the di.tieultics inkerent in ro
apprcach to cdu..ation. But the difficulties of -ompetenc:
educational and can-er advising, and the development of individuli,.ed
edu,-atic,nal pacts with our students must not, vr., !relieve,
development of air educational process which validates femai ed.:catiou in

demonstrable skills, knowledge, values, attitudirr;,nnd nadertandinr,.,
than redit hours, grade point averages, intuition, v,n,rs.,

annual income.


